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By Iceberg Slim

Canongate Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Main. Language: English
. Brand New Book. In Iceberg Slim s first novel, Trick Baby, he told the unforgettable tale of White
Folks, a white Negro who uses his colour as his trump card in the tough game of the Con. Blue-eyed,
light-haired and fair-skinned, White Folks was to become the most incredible con man the ghetto
ever spawned. Long White Con takes up where Trick Baby left off. After the death of his partner and
mentor, Blue Howard, White Folks hooks up with the Vicksburg Kid, who completes his con
education. Together they form a formidable duo, playing for the highest stakes, pulling off the
most ambitious con of the lot - The Unhappy Virgin Game. Fleecing wealthy fools is the name of the
game but when the sums involved get to the levels seen in Long White Con, the consequences of
any slip can be fatal. Like all of Iceberg Slim s work, Long White Con takes the reader into a world
rarely seen in print, combining wicked humour with streetwise knowledge and philosophy. The
result is another page-turning classic of hard-boiled fiction.
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An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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